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Gray Simulator is OPC Server that can help you in OPC Clients debugging. Gray Simulator provides a set of various OPC
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tags: harmonic waves; triangle waves; square waves; ramps; random numbers and logical variables; random strings; random
dates; enumerations; storage registers of different types. This OPC simulator is fully compliant with OPC Data Access 1.00,
2.05a and 3.00. Gray Simulator tags tree includes · harmonic waves; · triangle waves; · square waves; · random numbers and
logical values; · random strings; · random dates; · enumerations; · storage registers of different types. The following is a list

of changes made since the previous release. * Bugs fixed * Environment variables - Setting the new values worked only after
the application was restarted. * Tags tree size (logname) - The logname size was not displayed correctly on the network

server console. Gray Simulator is OPC Server that can help you in OPC Clients debugging. Gray Simulator provides a set of
various OPC tags: harmonic waves; triangle waves; square waves; ramps; random numbers and logical variables; random

strings; random dates; enumerations; storage registers of different types. This OPC simulator is fully compliant with OPC
Data Access 1.00, 2.05a and 3.00. Gray Simulator tags tree includes · harmonic waves; · triangle waves; · square waves; ·

ramps; · random numbers and logical values; · random strings; · random dates; · enumerations; · storage registers of different
types. The following is a list of changes made since the previous release. * Bugs fixed * Environment variables - Setting the
new values worked only after the application was restarted. * Tags tree size (logname) - The logname size was not displayed
correctly on the network server console. Gray Simulator is OPC Server that can help you in OPC Clients debugging. Gray
Simulator provides a set of various OPC tags: harmonic waves; triangle waves; square waves; ramps; random numbers and
logical variables; random strings; random dates; enumerations; storage registers of different types. This OPC simulator is

fully compliant with OPC Data Access 1.00, 2.05a and 3.00. Gray Simulator tags tree includes · harmonic waves;
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Keymacro is a macro simulator, which is used for verifying data in OPC. This macro simulator is fully compliant with OPC
Data Access 1.00, 2.05a and 3.00. Macro tags tree includes · harmonic waves; · triangle waves; · square waves; · ramps; ·

random numbers and logical values; · random strings; · random dates; · enumerations; · storage registers of different types.
For more information visit Sensortag stands for Sensors. They are the natural parts of our bodies: skin, heart, eyes, muscles,

nerves, nervous system, blood vessels, bones, muscles, etc. They are used for monitoring, indicating, recording and
processing information. Sensortag tags tree includes · batteries; · compasses; · filters; · fuses; · height indicators; · level

indicators; · markers; · microphones; · multiplexers; · oscilloscopes; · power supplies; · pressure indicators; · pumps; · speed
indicators; · temperature indicators; · voltage indicators; · warning lights. For more information visit WMS is a very powerful

OPC Server. WMS is an Object Management System. You can model any machine or process as an Object. WMS can
execute any OPC client script without the use of other OPC-DA clients. WMS runs on a wide range of platforms including

Microsoft Windows and Linux, as well as the UNIX-based operating system Solaris. For more information visit OPC
Protocol Description OPC (Open Protocol Control) is a standard protocol designed to provide a consistent mechanism for

accessing control data over various information networks. It was originally designed by Hewlett-Packard for its HP network
and is now owned by the Hewlett-Packard Company. The OPC server software was developed by Ralph Griswold of

Hewlett-Packard Labs (now operating under the OPC Foundation) in the late 1980s. The OPC server software is comprised
of a library of controlled data items, known as OPC Data Objects, and a client application program, known as an OPC

client, which can access the OPC server and make queries or modify the OPC data. An 77a5ca646e
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Gray Simulator is OPC Server that can help you in OPC Clients debugging. Gray Simulator provides a set of various OPC
tags: harmonic waves; triangle waves; square waves; ramps; random numbers and logical variables; random strings; random
dates; enumerations; storage registers of different types. Gray Simulator is fully compliant with OPC Data Access 1.00,
2.05a and 3.00. Developer: Ramondo Raffaele Comments: Gray Simulator can simulate different input signal as well as
random signals. These input signals can be generated by controlling a number of independent source and producing the
selected waveforms; or they can be generated by the recorded file from the Audio Input that allows to simulate a real audio
source. Gray Simulator is compliant with OPC Data Access 1.00, 2.05a and 3.00 standards and can be used with ANY OPC
Client. Gray Simulator Features: · Support for all OPC 1.00, 2.05a and 3.00 tags. · Support for analogue input with voltage
or current sampling. · Support for analog or digital input. · Support for MIDI data input. · Support for array of digital
input/output registers. · Support for array of analogue input/output registers. · Support for generalized error logging. ·
Support for digital binary data streaming with real time error logging. · Support for analogue output. · Support for digital
binary data streaming with real time error logging. · Support for digital/analogue real time streaming of binary data. ·
Support for analysing the number of messages received (A) or sent (B) for each type of message. · Support for sampling
audio data using the bit depth of the audio input. · Support for listening to sound effects generated by Gray Simulator in real
time. · Support for generating simulated waveforms and generating sound. · Support for parameter control. · Support for
analyzing data with time domain. · Support for sampling waveforms of different types. · Support for analysing digital data
with support for modulus and period. · Support for analysing real time analogue data. · Support for analysing frequency
domain. · Support for analysing time domain data with different possibilities. · Support for analysing real time analogue data
with different possibilities. · Support for analysing frequency domain data with different possibilities. · Support for
analysing time domain data with different possibilities. ·

What's New in the?

!tagstart OPC simulator tags: Gray Simulator !tagstart Version history: !tagstart 4.5.0 0.2.0 (2007-05-09): * Fixed the bug
with use of this OPC server in multithreaded applications. * New tags are created with variables from 0 to 63. 0.1.0
(2006-03-22): * Tags with random integers and decimals are generated. * New tags: up / down (The relative difference of
the current item and the upper or the lower boundary), equal / not equal, and (less than or greater than), are created. 0.0.1
(2005-02-10): * The very first version of Gray Simulator. grey Simulator Components: !tagend OPC tags: Gray Simulator
!tagend Version history: !tagend !include "../opc/Common.def" !include "../opc/All.def" !include "../opc/DataAccess.def"
!include "../opc/CLI.opc" !define _DATASTORE ("_STORAGE") !undef _FREQ !undef _DBL_RES !undef _DBL_TICK
!undef _DBL_MIN !undef _DBL_MAX !undef _DBL_RES_ADJ !undef _OPC_STORE !define OpcDataStore !include
"../opc/s.opc" !define _OPC_STORE "#!class" !define _STORAGE "#!storage" !define OpcDataStore "OpcDataStore"
!define OPC_USER !include "../opc/s.opc" !define _STORAGE "#!storage" !define OPC_USER "OpcDataStore" !undef
OpcDataStore !undef OPC_USER !tagstart Gray Simulator Tags: OPC Server - all tags are grouped !tagstart Gray Simulator
Tags: (simulation) !define _STARTTIME "_TICK" !define _ENDTIME "_TICK" !define _FREQ "1" !define _DBL_RES
"1"
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System Requirements For Gray Simulator:

Recommended: Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 or greater Intel(R) i5 or greater Intel(R) i7 or greater Intel(R) Pentium(R)
or greater AMD(R) Athlon(R) or greater AMD(R) Opteron(R) or greater AMD(R) Phenom(R) or greater AMD(R)
Sempron(R) or greater AMD(R) Sempron(R)
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